Climate-Aquatics Blog #51:
Part 10, Mechanisms of change in fish populations: Extinction

It all begins with fish zombi-fication…
Hi Everyone,
It is often said that species have three options when dealing with climate change: move, adapt, or
die. In the previous 9 blogs of this module, we’ve covered the science related to how those first
two options may happen. But it’s not realistic to think that there won’t be some casualties from
climate change as we progress through this century. Sometimes the habitat in an area will change
so much that it’s simply not habitat anymore or so fast that a critter’s dispersal abilities can’t
match the velocity at which those habitats shift away from them (Blog #36). At other times, the
changes wrought by climate change may facilitate invasions by alien invaders, or we
inadvertently release these species into areas where they systematically outcompete the natives
(Blog #49). When that happens, a fish-zombification process has occurred and our local native
fish population has become a sort of walking dead. There’s an extinction debt to be paid and the
reaper will come. It’s just a matter of time, & manner, by which he appears.
It has also often been said that we’re living through the world’s 6th great extinction event. The
previous 5 being due to various natural calamities like super volcanoes, meteors impacting Earth,
etc. The current extinction event, however, is caused by humans eating our way through the tree
of life—either quite literally as we dispersed out of Africa over the last 50,000 years and
consumed goodly numbers of megafaunas along the way; or figuratively, as our population has
exploded the last two centuries and increasing development and consumption monopolize larger
& larger shares of the Earth’s resources. And we can see fish twigs being trimmed from the tree
of life here during contemporary times. A recent review paper by Burkhead (Hyperlinked here:
http://fl.biology.usgs.gov/pdf/Burkhead_2012_Extinction_rates_in_North_American_fishes.pdf)
summarizes losses from the North American ichthyofauna over the last century (graphic 1).
Rather sobering to note that that trend may be increasing & that the global rate of fish
extirpations is estimated to be 200 times faster than the natural background rate. Moreover, fish
extinctions are occurring 2x faster than those in other vertebrate taxa.

That’s not good, but what role, if any, does climate change play in those numbers? Has anyone
actually observed & documented the final outcome of the climate-fish-zombification process?
Not really. The closest anyone’s come at present is work like the study by Durance & Ormerod
(attached) wherein they describe the loss of a cold-water planarian species (Crenobia alpina)
from the headwaters of Welsh streams in recent decades (graphic 2). There, a series of poor
climate years associated with a regional climate cycle (Blog #12) led to significant reductions in
food resources. When coupled to competition with a closely related species, the two factors were
too much for the cold-water populations and they disappeared from the study streams. The other
planarian species has persisted and rebounded with the return to prior climatic conditions, but
our cold-water friend has not reappeared.
It’s a great study, made possible through dedicated long-term monitoring efforts, but it serves
mainly to illustrate how the climate change endgame might look for a population because the
extirpations were triggered by a climate cycle rather than a trend. Moreover, what does food and
competition have to do with it? Where were the heat-waves and droughts and poor planarians
perishing before our eyes?
Hmmm…zombies are messy creatures, so maybe this process of climate zombification is messy
as well, with a more diverse set of contributing factors than we’d first guess? To get a better
sense of those factors we’ll have to cast our taxonomic net more broadly than planarians (or fish
for that matter), which is what Cahill & colleagues have done (Hyperlinked here:
http://www.wienslab.com/Publications_files/Cahill_et_al_2013_PRSL.pdf). The authors
reviewed the global literature to ferret out the best case histories linking climate-change to
population extirpations. They found 136 case histories related to this topic but only 7 of those
demonstrated clear linkages to climate. And within those 7, there was a diverse array of
proximate causes—the spread of pathogens, food reductions, loss of microhabitats, loss of
symbiotes, dessication stress, extreme temperatures—that were cited as pushing populations over
the brink (graphic 3). In most cases, too, there were interactions among multiple factors so clear
attribution was difficult.
Messy indeed, but even with a tiny sample size of 7, it starts to give a sense of how complex the
process of extinction is likely to be. In the mountain trout populations that I’m most familiar with
an extirpation scenario would be equally messy (graphic 4). For example, many trout populations
are already confined to the coldest headwater habitats by longterm, historic climate patterns &
modern climate change is predicted to push them further upstream. A variety of non-native trouts
& other species are abundant in warmer waters at lower elevations and these will push harder
upstream to intensify competitive interactions. Longterm climate trends of decreasing summer
flows reduce the volume of habitat in the headwater refuges, shrinking populations further. And
finally, some stochastic environmental event like a wildfire, flood, or regional drought happens
to deliver the population death blow.
In that scenario, was it temperature or an invasive species, or a disturbance that caused the
extinction? You could say it was all of them, or none of them, and be equally right. And at least
from a conservation/management perspective, I don’t think we necessarily have to know the
details regarding a population’s final days to be effective. More important to understand the set
of conditions that predisposes a population toward zombi-fication, so that we can minimize the

number of zombies. There are, of course, many such conditions but probably the single most
important is the size of a habitat and its population. Bigger habitats and populations can simply
absorb more punishment and environmental variation than smaller ones, so will be less
susceptible to climate related factors that increase population risks this century (Graphic 5).
So that’s easy then right? All we have to do is keep populations from getting small! But much
easier said than done because it’s where human society’s voracious appetite comes into play. If
we can trim our diet in smart ways, however, & maybe do some proactive things in the smartest
places, it could be instrumental to minimizing extirpation risks & preserving the maximum
amount of native biodiversity through this transitional century. In the Climate-Aquatics
Management blog module that we’re about to begin, we’ll explore those things and dietary
options in more detail (funny, I thought the zombies were trying to eat us?). But next time out I
wanted to summarize the road thus far traveled since we’ve been on it now for almost 3 years.
Much has been learned in that time to advance our understanding regarding how climate change
affects aquatic systems, but key questions remain yet to be resolved & I’ll attempt to highlight
what we do, don’t, & need to know before blogging on.
Until next time, best regards,
Dan

Now Tweeting at Dan Isaak@DanIsaak

Welcome to the Climate-Aquatics Blog. For those new to the blog, previous posts with
embedded graphics can be seen by clicking on the hyperlinks at the bottom or by navigating to
the blog archive webpage on our Forest Service site at:
(http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/stream_temp/stream_temperature_climate_aquat
ics_blog.html). To discuss these topics with other interested parties, a Google discussion group
has also been established and instructions for joining the group are also on the webpage. The
intent of the Climate-Aquatics Blog and associated discussion group is to provide a means for
the 6,151 (& growing) field biologists, hydrologists, anglers, students, managers, and researchers
currently on this mailing list across North America, Europe, and Asia to more broadly and
rapidly discuss topical issues associated with aquatic ecosystems and climate change.
Messages periodically posted to the blog will highlight new peer-reviewed research and science
tools that may be useful in addressing this global phenomenon. Admittedly, many of the ideas
for postings have their roots in studies I and my colleagues have been a part of in the Rocky
Mountain region, but attempts will be made to present topics & tools in ways that highlight their
broader, global relevance. Moreover, I acknowledge that the studies, tools, and techniques
highlighted in these missives are by no means the only, or perhaps even the best, science
products in existence on particular topics, so the hope is that this discussion group engages others
doing, or interested in, similar work and that healthy debates & information exchanges will occur
to facilitate the rapid dissemination of knowledge among those concerned about climate change
and its effects on aquatic ecosystems.

If you know others interested in climate change and aquatic ecosystems, please forward this
message to them. If you do not want to be contacted again in the future, please reply to that
effect and you will be de-blogged.
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